INSTRUCTIONS FOR RUNNING THE 2017
SAN DIEGO COUNTY FAIR, MODEL RAILROAD DISPLAY
Step 1 – Opening the train tunnel:
1.

You will need to pull one
corner of the red storage
box away from the wall.
This will allow you to open
the box. Open the box and
find the key on the nail at
the front left inside corner.
This key is used to unlock
the locks at the tunnel
portals.

2.

You will need to go to each
end of the large tunnel and
unlock the locks. We
recommend unlocking one
lock and remove the face
board. Place the face board
on the wall caps and go to
the other end of the tunnel
and do the same.

3.

Once you have the both face
boards removed place one
face board into the other
face board as shown. Place
the locks in the frame of the
face board so they can be
found at the end of the day.
Place these face boards as
combined in the red storage
box. By combining the face
boards as shown they will fit
on the top of the items in
the red storage box. Do not
force the top of the red
storage box down. If it does
not close without being
pushed the items in the box
need to be adjusted.

4.

Replace the key in the red
storage box on the nail.
Close the lid and push the
red storage box against the
wall.

Step 2 – Filling the pond with water:
1.

Located next to the pole that is
touching our display you will
find a green water valve
attached to a red hose. This is
the fill valve for the pond. The
pond needs to be filled to a
level that is 2 inches below the
top of the pond. If the pond
water is lower than this level
turn on the green valve and
return to the pond to observe
the water entering the pond
from the red hose. Do not
leave or talk to anyone while
doing this task as we do not
want the pond to over flow.
As the water rises to just about
2 inches below the top of the
pond liner walk back to the
green valve and shut off the
water.
2. This task may need to be
repeated throughout the day
as the pond water evaporates.
If the pond water is 6 to 8
inches below the top of the
pond liner, refill the pond by
following step 1 above.
Step 3 – Turn off the garden lights:
1.

Near the power strip is a
black light button switch
click to until the lights go
off.

Step 4 – Starting the trains:
1.

2.

3.

Walk around the layout and
make sure the track is still in
position. This includes
looking at the point to point
track. You do not need to
enter the layout to perform
this duty.
Walk around the layout and
make sure there is nothing
on the tracks such as trash,
rocks, plants, mulch or other
things that will derail the
trains. This includes looking
at the point to point track.
You do not need to enter
the layout to perform this
duty.
On the opposite side of the
long, double tracked tunnel,
you will see the post that
provides our display, the
electricity and water. Here
you will find our
transformers that will power
the display. On the face of
the post, you will see a Six
Outlet, Power Strip, turn it
on by the depressing the
rocker switch. You now
have powered up the two
(2) transformers and have
turned on the water pump
for the river and pond. At
the same time, power has
been turned on for our
Point-to-Point locomotive,
which will operate through
the day on its own.

If there appears to be damage take a photo and txt it to
Andy or Gene and then give them a call to discuss.

If there is something on the track and you can safely get to
the object please do so BUT if it is in a location you are not
comfortable getting to please call Andy or Gene. If the point
to point has debris then no trains can be run. If one of the
loops has issues then run the point to point and the loop
that is clear.

4.

On the left side of that post
and while facing the taller
portion of the wall, you will
see two (2) smaller blocks,
filling in for two (2) of the
larger blocks, that make up
the wall. Behind each of the
two (2) smaller blocks, you
will find a phone corded,
hand controller. Remove
each of the small blocks,
setting them on the top of
the wall, carefully remove
each hand controller,
setting them on top of the
wall, each will be used to set
the operating speed of the
two (2) locomotives now
sitting in the long double,
tracked tunnel. Set the dial
on each controller up to the
2 o’clock position. Adjust
the speed up or down, a
little if needed. The Point to
Point locomotive does not
have or need a controller, it
is to run, reset and operate
on its own. After setting the
operating speeds of the
locomotives, replace the
hand held controllers back
in to the wall and replace
the blocks.

1. Now that we are running…On the outside loop, the passenger train is programed to stop at
the train station in the town. It will slowly come to a stop, wait about 10/15 seconds, then
slowly accelerate out from the station. If the train has problems getting started back to
speed (spinning in place) you will need to increase the speed of the train slightly. If the
train does not move forward nor is it spinning it’s wheels that means the electronics may
be having issue, we have two remedies:
Alternate No. 1: At the Rodeo, there is a small shed/barn, where the roof comes off
and allows you access to pair of wires, attached to a toggle switch. Flipping the toggle
switch will by-pass this stop and go feature.
Alternate No. 2: Reversing the direction of the locomotive, from the clockwise
direction, to the counter clockwise direction around on the loop, will by-pass the stop
and go feature.
2. Point to Point
a. The Point to Point, Log Train is automatic back and forth operation. If this trains
stops and is not spinning (as it came of the track) there is not much you can do
about returning it back to operating mode. Just leave it alone. It may return to
the proper operating mode on its own. If not, it will remain in the stopped
position and become a part of the scenery. We will attempt restoring it to the
proper operating mode, the following day. If the train is spinning in place you will
need to lift the boards up over the controllers and turn the center control to zero
and put the board back into position.
Step 4– Chairs:
1.

There are 2 chairs secured to the black
post and the wall. These chairs can be
opened and used in place without
removing the security cable. The Chairs
when open will fit next to each other
comfortably for two to sit together.
When not is use please fold them up so
they are not used by the public at large.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SHUTTING DOWN THE 2017
SAN DIEGO COUNTY FAIR, MODEL RAILROAD DISPLAY
Step 1 – POWERING DOWN THE TRAINS:
1. Starting at the post where
we receive water and
electricity, facing the block
wall, look for the two (2)
smaller blocks, filling in for
two (2) of the larger blocks,
that make up the wall.
Remove the two (2) smaller
blocks, placing them on top
of the wall and remove the
two (2) hand held
controllers. Working with
each controller one at a
time, stop the locomotives
and the rolling stock, inside
the long, double track
tunnel. Make sure the
trains are completely in the
tunnel as the face boards
will need to be put in place
prior to leaving the display.
2.
The Point to Point
locomotive, if still running
properly, will enter its
tunnel and stop there for 5
or 8 seconds. At this time,
you are to depress the
rocker switch to the off
position, on the power strip,
located on the post, where
we receive our electricity
and water. This will power
down the Point to Point
train, power down the two
(2) transformers and turn
off the pump for the river
and pond.
3.
The point to point train has
NO face panel or lock.

Step 2– LOCKING UP THE TUNNEL:
1.

Pull the red storage box
front left corner away from
the wall. Open the red
storage box and retrieve the
2 tunnel face panels and 2
locks.

2.

Ensure the trains are within
the tunnel. If not gently
push the train back or pull
on the engine. DO NOT
push from the back of a
train as that will cause the
train to derail in the tunnel.
If needed go back to the
control and relocate the
trains via power from the
engine.

3.

Place the face panels at the
appropriate end of the
tunnel. One has a larger
opening than the other so
one fits specifically at its
appropriate end. Slide the
far end of the face panel
into the black metal sleeve
on the tunnel (the end on
the inner side of the
display). Rest the face panel
on the track and carefully
push the face panel closed.
The eye bolt will pass
through the hole in the face
panel. If the face panel
does not fit it goes on the
other side of the tunnel.

4.

Take a lot and run the open end
of the lock through the eye bolt
and close the lock. Pull down
gently on the lock to make sure it
closed and is locked. Repeat on
the opposite side of the tunnel.

5.

Replace the key in the red
storage box on the nail. Close
the lid and push the red storage
box against the wall.

Step 3– Folding the chairs:
1.

Fold the chairs back up. Push down on the
center of the seat with one hand and with
the other hand pull up on the bar at the
side of the seat. This should allow the
chair to begin to close. Finish by folding
the chair down.
When not is use please fold them up so
they are not used by the public at large.

2.

Place the chairs next to each other leaning
against the wall. The security cord does
not need to be removed to fold the chairs.

Step 3 – Turn off the garden lights:
1.

Near the power strip is a
black light button switch
click to until the lights come
on.

We thank you for staffing the display. We hope you enjoyed your day with the fair attendees.
If you are interested and would like to run the trains again for our visitors, contact either of
the phone numbers listed below.
For any scheduling conflicts or changes and if you wish to add to our schedule, to run the
trains during the day time hours, or during the evening, please call: Dick Ericksen at 619-4751534.
For any problems or issues with the locomotives, the rolling stock, the track, the tunnels and
the river and pond, please call: Andy Kann at 619-787-1552 or Gene Cook at 619-948-1467

